Abstract-Computer assisted diagnosis systems (CADs) is now commonly used as a second opinion to help radiologists in image interpretation by emphasizing on the suspicious areas. Segmentation of region of interests in 2-dimensional (2D) or volume of interests in 3-dimensional (3D) images is a critical step in CAD systems. 3D image segmentation using 2D slices has been a keen of interest for research purpose. In this paper we propose to reconstruct a 3D form of volume of interests (VOIs) from a series of 2D images in computed tomography laser mammography (CTLM). In this paper, a 3D Fuzzy C-Means clustering have been implemented to reconstruct VOIs for breast cancer detection in CTLM images. To assess the accuracy of the extracted VOIs against ground truth, percentage error factor is used and produced error value of 10.72% in our dataset of 62 CTLM breast images collected among Malaysian participants.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, computer aided diagnosis systems (CADs) have developed a new context in radiology to take advantage of data to apply on different imaging modality and diagnosis different abnormalities. The objective of CAD system is to attain higher value of sensitivities and imprison low false positive rates. The principal steps in CAD systems are include segmentation regions of interest, feature extraction and feature selection and classification. Recently, imaging modalities such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), 3D ultrasound, CTLM and many more modalities are capable to produce images in the form of 3D. Therefore, 3D segmentation methods are desirable for more accurate segmentation in volumetric imagery.
The goal of screening exams for breast cancer is to detect and diagnose at early stages. Most of the existing works are presented in 2D space. The demand to develop segmentation technique in 3D space has increased recently. Some approaches have been proposed on different modalities such as breast MRI [1] , automated 3D breast ultrasound [2] [3] [4] and mammography [5, 6] . Development of reconstruction algorithms has been the attention of many researchers in latest work since reconstruction of 3D images of consecutive images has various applications in surgery, teaching anatomy and diagnosis [7] . A segmentation and reconstruction of vascular structure method is presented in [8] for Computed Tomography Angiography (CTA) and Magnetic Resonance Angiography (MRA). In the field of breast screening, segmentation and 3D reconstruction of Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI) [9] and mammogram [10] are offered for breast cancer detection.
Computed tomography laser mammography (CTLM) is a new laser imaging modality as adjunct to mammography and ultrasound for breast cancer detection [11] . Cancer cells need more blood to grow and CTLM looks for neovascularization areas that known as angiogenesis. Conventional diagnosis in CTLM images is performed in 2D and 3D space. Detection of angiogenesis in CTLM rely on the brightness, shape and volume [12] . In 3D mode, radiologist will extract significant volumes from the background by window/level adjustment. The extracted volume is dependent on the adjusted value for window and level settings. Therefore, an automated reconstruction method of volume of interests (VOIs) for abnormality regions is desirable to help radiologist in CTLM diagnosis.
In this paper we present a reconstruction method of VOIs from a series of 2D images in CTLM. The 3D reconstruction model is performed from a set of 2D slices of CTLM images. The main aim of this study is to visualize VOIs from original CTLM images to investigate shape of lesions for breast cancer diagnosis. Fuzzy C-Means clustering has shown best performance in segmenting the regions and it has been implemented in a 3D structure to reconstruct VOIs for breast cancer detection in CTLM images. To evaluate the segmentation outcomes, adjusted values using window and level by expert radiologist are used to obtain ground truth image.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow, Section 2 provides the background information on CTLM and the Fuzzy C-means segmentation technique which is used in this paper. Section 3 presents our proposed method on 3D reconstruction of VOIs from CTLM images. Experimental findings on VOIs are presented in Section 4. Finally, conclusion and future work are discussed in Section 5.
II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
Computed tomography laser mammography (CTLM) is a new laser imaging modality as an adjunct to mammography and ultrasound for breast cancer detection. CTLM use laser beam in specific wavelength (808 nm) which is absorbed by blood and able to visualize neovascularization [13] . CTLM with its 2D and 3D capabilities is utilized for detection of breast cancer especially in young women and dense breasts [11] . Detection of abnormality in CTLM images is a time consuming for radiologists due to structural complexity in appearance and closeness of color shade. The conventional way of CTLM diagnosis is shown in Fig. 1 . In the first step, radiologists look on 2D views of sagittal and coronal views to find any distortion and deviation in different slices. If any abnormality is detected in coronal or sagittal views, next step is performed for more investigation in 3D space. In 3D space the images are analyzed in two different projections, Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP) and Front to Back Projection (FTB) [12] . FTB mode improves the quality of image and represents significant parts of image by applying surface rendering using window/level adjustment. The results of surface rendering is highly dependent to amount of window and level values which are selected by radiologist. The values of window and level adjusted by radiologist to surface rendering are used to extract ground truth image for evaluation in segmentation. The outcomes of surface rendering in FTB mode can be rotated to explore different shapes of angiogenesis. The radiologist performs localization of abnormality based on clock face quadrant and lateral view for prior, mid-segment and posterior.
Fuzzy C-means is a soft clustering method to assign objects to each category by using fuzzy membership function. Unlike k-mean clustering where data object must exclusively belong to one cluster in fuzzy C-means clustering according to the membership level each data may belong to more than one cluster center. The algorithm is an iterative optimization function that minimize the objective function define as follow: (1) Algorithmic steps for fuzzy C-means are comprise as following: Let X= { be the set of data points and µ= { be the set of centroids.
1.
Randomly select 'µ' cluster centers.
2.
Calculate the fuzzy membership.
3.
Compute fuzzy center . 4.
Repeat step 2 and 3 until minimum J value is achieved.
III. DATASET AND METHOD

A. Dataset
The CTLM images used in this study are sample of cases obtained in clinical screening in Breast Wellness Center, Malaysia. The dataset includes ultrasound and mammogram images respectively for those patients below and above 40 years old. The coronal plane of CTLM images are used in this work. The data set in our research consist of 64 images from 32 patients who are participants in our two years study.
The distance of slices in screening procedure depends on size of breast ranged from 2 mm to 4 mm and range of slices is between 15-42 slices for each patient. The dataset contains ultrasound and mammogram images respectively for those patients below and above 40 years old.
B. Method
The aim of this work is to propose a 3D reconstruction technique of volume of interests (VOIs) for breast cancer detection in CTLM images. The diagram of inclusive stages for visualization of VOIs and the volume measurement of detected object is shown in Fig. 2 .
The method involved in automatic segmentation of attained slices in a CTLM dataset. The segmentation technique that is implemented in this work is Fuzzy C-means clustering. The segmented abnormality are pushed in the stack and volumetric visualization is accomplished using stack structure. In this method we import a series of CTLM coronal images for each patient. We consider 7 clusters for image partitioning according to the color spectrum in CTLM images. As previously mentioned, neovascularization need more blood to grow and this area absorb more light in screening procedure. Accordingly, the cluster with high intensity values is considered as a region of interest in each slice. This cluster stored in a 2D matrix represented by C [m,n], where m and n are row and column number are similar to original slice. The stack structure is built and the 2D matrix is pushed on top of the stack. When all slices were handled, 3D matrix will be generated.
To achieve volume of objects, the estimation area of objects is required between two slices which are not presented. In this study, distance of two slices is considered as 2 to 4 mm according to size of breast. Since 1mm=3.779527559 pixels, this value multiply to distance between two slices to get number of pixels between sequential slices.
To evaluate the results of reconstructed volumes relative to the ground truth, the merit of percent error is used and depicted in Equation 2.
Where f (GT) and f (VOI) show number of voxel in ground truth image and number of voxel in segmented image respectively and n is number of samples. 
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A 3D segmentation and reconstruction volume of interests (VOIs) are developed to detect abnormality in breast cancer diagnosis in CTLM images. In the proposed 3D reconstruction of VOIs, coronal CTLM planes are utilized. The slices are passed to the algorithm to segment the regions of interests and calculate volume of interests. A patient is selected as a sample and coronal slices are shown in Fig. 3 . Seven clusters are considered for image partitioning according to the color spectrum in CTLM images. Due to the characteristics of angiogenesis areas in CTLM, cluster with higher intensity value is chosen as suspected region. The output of abnormality detection in each slice by Fuzzy C-mean segmentation method and 3D reconstruction are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 respectively. The 3D volume can be rotated in all direction to observe for any shape which are defined as angiogenesis. Fig. 5 depicts the comparison of voxel values between 3D Fuzzy C-means algorithm and ground truth images. In most of the cases, the extracted VOIs using Fuzzy C-mean and ground truth VOIs are very close to each other. This shows the proposed segmentation and reconstruction successfully achieved the VOI of the ground truth. VOI is important to be measured due to the information of VOI will give different shapes to detect abnormality in CTLM images. To quantify the proposed 3D reconstruction method, percentage of error metric is used. The mean of percentage error in size of volume extracted for 62 CTLM images is 10.72%. In most cases of 3D segmentation and reconstruction, percentage error of 10% is acceptable. The error of 10% is caused by inability of Fuzzy C-mean method clustering in boundary areas of a cluster.
S1
S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 A 3D reconstruction technique of volume of interests (VOIs) for breast cancer detection in CTLM images is presented in this paper. In this study, Fuzzy C-means clustering method is used to develop a 3D segmentation method to extract volume of interest (VOIs) in CTLM breast images. The reconstructed image can be rotated to explore different shapes of angiogenesis. The percentage of error values calculated in the experiment is equal to 10.72%. The outcomes of this study will be applied to develop a CAD system in CTLM image for breast cancer detection.
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